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In this way, he can become the Wade Family Patriarch who has shrunk in half. 

But even if the Wade Family has shrunk by half, it is still the top three in the country. 

The Wade Family has shrunk, and he has taken the position, and this transaction feels 

worthwhile. 

Because he was the same as Charlie thought, the Wade Family has been peaceful for so 

many years, and the old man has been the lord of the house for so many years. If there is no 

strong external force to break the structure of the Wade Family, it will be difficult for others 

to affect the status of the old man. 

However, the last thing he wants to see is this situation. 

Abbas was cold, and Charlie came up. 

 

Moreover, Charlie’s methods were so powerful that he became the Patriarch of the Wade 

Family, and everyone else, including Corran wade, would instantly lose all right to speak. 

In the future, they can only beg for food under Charlie’s hands! 

Lord wade was also a little uncomfortable at this time. 

 

He is a personal spirit, how can he not know what Charlie said just now. 

Now, Charlie has returned to the Wade Family and defeated the Wanlong Temple on Yeling 

Mountain with his own power. At this time, Charlie wants to be in charge of the Wade 

Family’s affairs and be the head of the Wade Family. No one dares to say anything. 

Including him Lord Wade himself. 

But, just like that between Charlie’s words, he was pulled off the horse directly, and Lord 

Wade was naturally somewhat depressed in his heart. 



He murmured sadly in his heart: “When  released his military power through a cup of wine, 

somehow he invited everyone to have a meal and toasted everyone a glass of wine. Why did 

you come to me? A conversation with others would take my position. Snatched it? Anyway, 

you can just say hello to me…” 

Lord Wade felt like he was entertaining his grandson who had been away for many years at 

home. He told him to treat this as his own home and don’t be polite, but his grandson 

found a servant in a blink of an eye and said, “This will be me in the future. My own home is 

too big for me to manage, so you can stay and help me…” 

This feeling really makes him unacceptable. 

Although he has made up his mind to pass on the Wade Family to Charlie in the future, he 

hopes that he will gradually reuse Charlie and gradually cultivate Charlie after this matter is 

over. Help him mount a little bit more. 

In this way, the transition of power is smooth, and he can continue to sit firmly in the 

position of the head of the Wade Family for a few more years. 

However, Lord Wade also knew that Charlie’s strength didn’t need him to get on the horse 

at all. 

Sorrowful and depressed, Lord Wade gradually wanted to open it. 

He knew that only Charlie could bring Wade Family to the top of the world. 

In the face of this goal, even if he continues to dominate the position of the Patriarch, what 

is the point? 

It’s better to be more straightforward and let Charlie take over as soon as possible! 

In this way, I can also win Charlie more favor! 

After all, those emperors who were alive and abdicated in ancient times did not have such a 

chic life. If Charlie could be more favorable, even if he could not hold the power of the 

Wade Family in the future, he would have to be a No. 2 character who could exist like a 

mascot. ! 

Thinking of this, Lord Wade finally felt more comfortable. 



However, before Lord Wade’s expression relaxed with his mood, Lord Wade, who had been 

quietly observing his father’s face, found that his father seemed a little depressed, and 

immediately knew that the old man must have an opinion on Charlie. 

So he immediately took a step forward and said in a low voice: “Dad! Charlie is going to 

usurp the throne! When will we let him take over the affairs of the Wade Family? Isn’t it clear 

to seize your power?!” 

Lord Wade turned his face, staring at him with cracked eyes, and slapped him directly with a 

slap in the face! 

With a snap, Corran wade’s eyes turned black when he pumped it! 

At this time, he could only hear the old man’s upright roar: “A**hole thing! How dare you 

provoke my relationship with Charlie! What is your intention?! I will leave the words here 

today! You Wade Family descendants are all Let me hear clearly: From today onwards, the 

position of Wade Family Patriarch will belong to Charlie!” 

 


